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Research problems 
The purpose of the reasearch problems section is the presentation of unsolved 
problems in discrete mathematics. Older problems are acceptable if they are not as 
widely known as they deserve. Problems should be submitted using the format as they 
appear in the journal and sent to 
Professor Brian Alspach 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
Simon Fraser University 
Burnaby, B.C. 
Canada V5A 1S6. 
Readers wishing to make comments dealing with technical matters about a problem 
that has appeared should write to the correspondent for that particular problem. Com- 
ments of a general nature about previous problems hould be sent to Professor Alspach. 
Problems from the Fifteenth British Combinatorial Conference 
Edited by Peter Cameron, School of Mathematical Sciences, Queen Mary and West- 
field College, Mile End Road, London E1 4NS, UK. 
Most of these problems were presented at the Problem Session at the conference on 
7 July 1995. A few others, given to me before or after the session, have been added. 
Problem 271 (BCC15.1). A generalization of Hadwiger's conjecture. Posed by Ding, 
Oporowski, Sanders and Vertigan. 
Correspondent: Daniel P. Sanders 
Department of Mathematics 
The Ohio State University 
231 West 18th Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43210 
USA. 
A vertex partition of G is a set {A1 . . . . .  Ak} of induced subgraphs uch that V(G) 
is the disjoint union V(A1)U... U V(Ak). 
Conjecture. Every graph with no Kn minor has a vertex partition into n - m ÷ 1 graphs 
with no Km minor. 
For m = 2, this is Hadwiger's conjecture. It is known to be true for n~<5 ([3]; Ding, 
Oporowski, Sanders and Vertigan); for n = 6,m = 2 [2], and for 6~<n~<8, m = 3 [1]. 
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Problem 272 (BCC15.2). Uniquely total colourable graphs. Posed by M. Behzad and 
E.S. Mahmoodian. 
Correspondent: Ebad Mahmoodian 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Sharif University of Technology 
Iran. 
A total colouring of a graph is a colouring of the vertices and edges in such a way 
that no two adjacent or incident elements have the same colour. 
Problem. Show that, apart from empty graphs, paths, and cycles C3k, there is no graph 
which has a unique total colouring (in the minimum number of colours). 
A prize of 500 000 Iranian rials is offered for this problem. 
References 
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Problem 273 (BCC15.3). 1-track-less orientations. Posed by J6rg Zuther. 
Correspondent: J6rg Zuther 
Technische Universit/it Berlin 
Fachbereich Mathematik 
Sekretariat 8-1 
Stral3e des 17. Juni 135 
10623 Berlin 
Germany. 
A 1-track is a one-way infinite directed path (which may be directed either in or out). 
Problem. Characterize those graphs which admit a 1-track-less orientation. 
Note that every locally finite graph, and every m-partite graph (for finite m) has a 
1-track-less orientation, but the countable complete graph does not. 
Problem 274 (BCC15.4). Continuous maps between graphs. Posed by Anthony Hilton. 
Correspondent: Anthony Hilton 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Reading 
Whiteknights 
Reading RG6 2AX 
UK. 
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A map is k-to-1 if the inverse of every point in the codomain has cardinality k. 
Problem. Determine the triples (k,m,n) for which there is a k-to-1 continuous map 
from Km, m to K,,n, where these graphs are regarded as one-dimensional simplicial 
complexes in the usual way (with edges homeomorphic to [0, 1]). 
References 
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Problem 275 (BCC15.5). A generalization of Tarsi's problem. Posed by R. Klein and 
J. Schrnheim. 
Correspondent: J. Schrnheim 
School of Mathematical Sciences 
Tel-Aviv University 
Ramat Aviv 
Tel-Aviv 
Israel. 
A graph is m-degenerate if every subgraph as a vertex of  valency at most m. 
Problem. Prove or disprove that a graph which is the edge-disjoint union of subgraphs 
GI . . . . .  Gs, where Gi is mi-degenerate, can be coloured with 
l( / ~ mi + ½ 1+ 1+8 E mimj i:1 1 ~i<j<~.s" 
colours. 
For s = 2, ml = 1, m2 ----- 2, this is M. Tarsi's problem [1]. 
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Problem 276 (BCC15.6). Common vertices on longest paths. Posed by T. Gallai. 
Correspondent: Sandi Klav~ar 
Department of Mathematics, PeF 
University of Maribor 
Koro~ka cesta 160 
62000 Maribor 
Slovenia. 
Let G be a finite connected graph. Do any three longest paths in G have a common 
vertex? It is trivially true that every two longest paths have a common vertex; but 
there are graphs in which no vertex lies on all the longest paths. 
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Problem 277 (BCC15.7). Edge-eolourings of complete graphs. Posed by Peter Johnson. 
Correspondent: Peter Johnson 
School of Mathematical Sciences 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
Mile End Road 
London E1 4NS 
UK. 
Suppose that the edges of the complete graph Kn (n > 1) are coloured with four 
colours R, G, B, Y such that each colour-class gives a connected subgraph on n vertices. 
It is easy to see from Satz 1.2(3) of [1] that at least three of the four triangles with 
edge colourings RGB, RGY, RBY, GBY occur. 
Questions. 
(a) Do all four occur? 
(b) If not, how small can n be? 
(c) What happens with more than four colours? 
References 
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Problem 278 (BCC15.8). On the probability of cormectedness. Posed by Peter Cameron. 
Correspondent: Peter Cameron 
School of Mathematical Sciences 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
Mile End Road 
London E1 4NS 
UK. 
Which graphs G have the property that, in the class 5f(G) of graphs having no 
induced subgraph isomorphic to G, the limiting probability of connectedness i  strictly 
between zero and one (in either the unlabelled or the labelled case)? (The smallest G 
with this property is the path of length 3; the probability of connectedness in W(G) is 
! if the number of vertices is greater than one.) 2 
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Problem 279 (BCC15.9). Characteristic and chromatic polynomials. Posed by Roland 
H/iggkvist. 
Correspondent: Roland H/iggkvist 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Umeh 
Ume~t 
Sweden. 
The characteristic polynomial of a graph G is the polynomial det(xI-A(G)), where 
A(G) is the adjacency matrix of G. Its roots are the eigenvalues of G. 
Question. Are there more characteristic polynomials than chromatic polynomials of 
graphs on n vertices? 
Problem 280 (BCC15.10). Graphs with three eigenvalues. Posed by Willem Haemers. 
Correspondent: Willem Haemers 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Tilburg 
Tilburg 
The Netherlands. 
Let G be a connected graph with just three distinct eigenvalues. Such a graph, if 
regular, must be strongly regular; and any strongly regular graph has this property. 
Nonregular examples include the complete bipartite graphs, and one further example 
on 36 vertices constructed by M. Muzychuk. 
Questions. 
(a) Is it true that G has at most two distinct valencies? 
(b) Is G switching-equivalent to a null or strongly regular graph? 
(c) Find more examples. 
(The operation of switching a graph with respect o a set X of vertices replaces 
each edge from X to its complement by a nonedge and each such nonedge by an 
edge, leaving edges within or outside X unaltered.) 
Editor's Note. Muzychuk and Klin [2] have pointed out that a family of examples were 
found in 1981 by Bridges and Mena [1], and have also constructed some 'sporadic' 
examples and reformulated and analysed the question. 
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Problem 281 (BCC15.11). Spectra of Ks+l-free graphs. Posed by Stephan Brandt. 
Correspondent: Stephan Bran& 
FB Mathematik 
Freie Universit/it Berlin 
Arnimallee 2-6 
14195 Berlin 
Germany. 
Let 21 and 2, be the greatest and smallest eigenvalues of a graph on n vertices. 
Conjecture. (21 + 2n)/n <~ 4 for any regular triangle-free graph on n vertices. 
This conjecture would be true if any of the following two old Erdrs conjectures 
holds (see e.g. [2]): Let G be a triangle-free graph on n vertices. Then (a) G contains 
a set of Ln/2J vertices which span at most n2/50 edges, and (b) G can be made 
bipartite by the omission of at most n2/25 edges. 
Problem. Let ~(s) be the supremum of (21 "~ 2n)/n over the class of regular Ks+l-free 
graphs on n vertices. Determine or estimate ~(s). 
The author [1] can show that 
0.14~< ~(2)~<3 - 2x/2 = 0.1715 .... 
(s - 2)/s<~(s)<<,(s - 2)/(s - 1) for s~>3. 
References 
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Problem 282 (BCC15.12). Semiregular automorphism groups. Posed by Dragan Maru~ir, 
Mikhail Klin. 
Correspondent: Mikhail Klin 
Department of Mathematics and Computer 
Science 
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 
P.O.Box 653 
Beer-Sheva 84105 
Israel. 
A permutation group is semiregular if no nonidentity group element fixes a point. 
It is reoular if it is transitive and semiregular. A graph is a Cayley graph if and 
only if its automorphism group contains a regular subgroup. It is known that there are 
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vertex-transitive graphs which are not Cayley graphs (the smallest such being the Pe- 
tersen graph.) 
Question. Is there a vertex-transitive graph whose automorphism group contains no 
nonidentity semiregular subgroup? 
More generally, is there a 2-closed transitive permutation group containing no non- 
identity semiregular subgroup? (A permutation group is 2-closed if it is the automor- 
phism group, preserving the colours, of some edge-coloured directed graph.) 
Editor's Note. Not every transitive permutation group contains a nonidentity semireg- 
ular subgroup: the smallest counterexample has degree 12 (see [1]). 
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Problem 283 (BCC15.13). A distance-regular g aph. Posed by Leonard Soicher. 
Correspondent: Leonard Soicher 
School of Mathematical Sciences 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
Mile End Road 
London E1 4NS 
UK. 
Let C22 be the code obtained by puncturing the nonextended binary Golay code C23 
in one coordinate. Then C22 is a [22, 12, 6] code with automorphism group M22 : 2. 
Let M be the set of words of minimum nonzero weight in C22, so that IMI -- 77. 
Let V be the set of pairs {vl, v2} of words of C22 which satisfy wt(vl ) = wt(v2) and 
vj + v2 = 1, where 1 is the all-1 word. Then IVl -- 672. For v = {Vl,V2} E V, define 
M(v) -- {m E M I wt(vl + m) = wt(v2 "1- m)}. 
Then IM(v)l = 55 for all v E V. 
Define a graph F with vertex set V, in which v ~ w if and only if IM(v)NM(w)I : 
43. Then F is a distance-regular, but not distance-transitive graph. Moreover, the 
distance function in F is given by 
dr(v,w) = ¼(47 - [M(v) A M(w)l) 
for v, wE  V, v~w.  
These facts have been proved using the package GRAPE (see [1]). 
Problem. (a) Prove this by hand, to help understand F. 
(b) Can a similar construction be applied to other codes with even length and min- 
imum weight, to construct other distance-regular graphs? 
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Problem 284 (BCC15.14). Pasch configurations in 3-hypergraphs. Posed by G.B. 
Khosrovshahi. 
Correspondent: G.B. Khosrovshahi 
Department of Mathematics 
University of Tehran 
Tehran 
Iran. 
Let X = {1,2 . . . . .  v}. Denote the set of all 3-subsets of X by P3(X). Show that 
for v~>6, any ((~) + 1)-subset of P3(X) must contain a Pasch configuration, that is, 
{abc, axy, bxz, cyz} for some a,b,c,x,y,z E X. 
Editor's Note. A. Blokhuis (personal communication) has constructed hypergraphs with 
more than (~) + 1 edges with no Pasch configuration. The question should be modified 
to read: how many edges can a hypergraph with no Pasch configuration have? 
Problem 285 (BCC15.15). Critical sets in Latin squares. Posed by Ebad Mahmoodian. 
Correspondent: Ebad Mahmoodian 
Department of Mathematics 
Sharif University of Technology 
Iran. 
A critical set in an n × n array with entries from the set {1 .... ,n} is a set S of the 
positions of the array with the property that the entries in the positions of S have a 
unique extension to a Latin square of order n. 
Problem. Show that any critical set in a Latin square of order n has cardinality at least 
[n2/4]. 
Problem 286 (BCC15.16). Loops with conditions on area. Posed by Alain Valette. 
Correspondent: Alain Valette 
D~partement de Mathematique 
Universit6 de Neuch~tel 
Neuch~tel 
Switzerland. 
A loop 7 is a closed trajectory in the square lattice. Its algebraic area is A(7 ) = 
~xdy.  Let N(2k;:~) be the number of loops based at 0, of length 2k, which satisfy 
property ~. So, for example, N(2k; 0 )= (2k) 2. 
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Problem. Find either formulae or asymptotics for N(2k ;A  = l)  and N(2k ;A  =- 
l (mod q)), for given l,~t. 
For example, l imk~ N(2k ;A  : 0) 1/2k : 4. Also, if n(2k, l ,q )  denotes N(2k ;A  =_ 
I (mod q)), then it is known that 
lim ~: (n (2k ;  0, 2) - n(2k; 1,2)) l/ek = 2v~, 
lim = k~ (n(2k;0,3) - n(2k; 1,3)) 1/ak 1 + v/3, 
lira n(2k; 2, 4)) 1/2~ 2v/2. k~ (n (2k ;0 ,4 ) -  = 
This problem (secretly) deals with the walk generating function of the discrete 
Heisenberg roup in its 2-generator presentation. 
Problem 287 (BCC15.17). Proof of an identity. Posed by Richard Lewis. 
Correspondent: Richard Lewis 
School of Mathematical nd Physical 
Sciences 
University of Sussex 
Falmer 
Brighton BN1 9QH 
UK. 
: cx~ 1 For complex numbers z ~ 0, Iwl < 1, set [z;w] I-In=l( -zwn-t ) (  1 - z - lwn)  • 
It can be shown, using Cauchy's theorem, that for any nonzero complex numbers 
al . . . . .  an,bl  . . . . .  bn with al . . .an : bl . . .bn,  and any q with Iql < 1, 
[al b r l  ; q][a2brl  ; q] . . . [anb~_ l ; q ] 
[b l -~ i~ iq -~. . :Z - - :~q]  : O, 
where the ~ means to omit the term [brb';-1;q]. 
Problem. Find a combinatorial (bijective) proof of this inequality. 
Problem 288 (BCC15.18). Counting classes of graphs. Posed by Peter Cameron. 
Correspondent: Peter Cameron 
School of Mathematical Sciences 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
Mile End Road 
London E1 4NS 
UK. 
Find good asymptotic estimates for the numbers of 
(a) line graphs, 
(b) line graphs of bipartite graphs, 
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(c) comparability graphs of  two-dimensional posets 
on n vertices? (The last class of  graphs are defined as follows: Take a permutation zc 
of  {1 . . . . .  n}, and join i to j whenever ( i - j ) ( izc- j~r) > 0.) 
Problem 289 (BCC15.19). Antichains in products of chains. Posed by Jonathan 
D. Farley. 
Correspondent: Jonathan D. Farley 
Mathematical Institute 
St. Giles' 
Oxford OX1 3LB 
UK. 
Let O(P) be the set of  antichains of  the poset P, and let n_ be the n-element chain. 
Dedekind's problem [2] asks for the value of  [0(2n)[. It is easy to show that [0(n__)[ = 
n + 1 and [0(m x n_n_)[ = (re+n) MacMahon and Stanley [3, 4] and Berman and K6hler 
\ m / "  
[ 1 ] showed that 
k- I  
]O(k-xmxn-)]:H(m+n+J)/(rn+mJ)'m 
j=o 
(Despite appearances, this function is symmetric!) 
Problem. What is [0(j_" x k x m x n_)l? 
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Problem 290 (BCC15.20). Cycles of a permutation. Posed by Peter Cameron. 
Correspondent: Peter Cameron 
School of  Mathematical Sciences 
Queen Mary and Westfield College 
Mile End Road 
London E1 4NS 
UK. 
As an example of  a 'typical' automorphism of the space of periodic integrable func- 
tions (acting on Fourier coefficients), Rudin [1] considered the permutation of  the 
integers defined by 
3n~--~2n, 3n + 1 ~--~ 4n + 1, 3n - 1 ~--~ 4n-  1. 
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Problem. Describe the cycles of this permutation. In particular, does it have only 
finitely many finite cycles? 
References 
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Problem 291 (BCC15.21). Combinatorics and control theory. Posed by Holger 
Schellwat. 
Correspondent: Holger Schellwat 
Department of Technology and Natural 
Sciences 
University College of C)rebro 
Box 923 
S-701 30 Orebro 
Sweden. 
In place of the Laplace transform, which is used to model continuous time 
control systems, in discrete control the ~(-transform is the basic tool. For a function 
f : Z --- C, its ~-transform is defined by ~(f ) (z )  = ~=o f (k )  z-k. One problem, for 
example, is the stability of an inert linear controller and is determined by the loci of 
poles of a fraction of polynomials in ~[x], constituting the ~e-transform of the transfer 
function [1]. On the other hand, the method of generating functions [2] is used widely 
in combinatorics to solve enumeration problems. If (ai : i E ~)  is a sequence of num- 
bers, for instance counting the number of distinct combinatorial objects of a certain 
kind, its associated ordinary generating function is the formal power series ~f--0 a, zn. 
But up to the sign of the exponent, this is the defining sum for the ~(-transforrn of 
the sequence, viewed as a function. Thus it seems natural to explore the implications 
of this correspondence. Is it even possible to use it to translate problems in control 
theory into problems in combinatorics and/or vice versa? Could representation theory 
help to establish such a correspondence? 
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